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1. Introduction

This article reviews empirical research in international trade, which un-

til recently was the poor relation of its theoretical sibling, but has under-

gone a resurgence over the last twenty years. Section 2 surveys empirical

analyses of �traditional trade theory� in which cross-country di¤erences

in opportunity costs of production (comparative advantage) are the ba-

sis for the international exchange of goods and factor services. Section 3

turns to empirical analyses of �new trade theory� in which consumer love

of variety and increasing returns to scale account for trade in similar goods

between similar countries. In both areas, empirical research has tradition-

ally exploited relatively aggregated data on countries and industries. More

recently, new insights from micro data have altered our understanding of

the nature of international trade. Section 4 reviews empirical studies using

more �nely-detailed trade data on individual products. Section 5 discusses

empirical analyses using �rm and plant-level datasets. Sections 6 examines

empirical approaches to trade policy. With a wide territory to explore,

the discussion is inevitably selective, and related �elds such as foreign di-

rect investment and the empirical economic geography literature are left

for discussion elsewhere.
�This article will appear in S. N. Durlauf and L. E. Blume, The New Palgrave Dictio-

nary of Economics, forthcoming, Palgrave Macmillan, and is reproduced with permission
of Palgrave Macmillan. This article is taken from the author�s original manuscript and
has not been reviewed or edited. The de�nitive published version of this extract may
be found in the complete New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics in print and online,
forthcoming.
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2. Traditional Trade Empirics

The idea that comparative advantage provides an explanation for �inter-

industry trade�(the international exchange of one set of goods for another)

dates back to Ricardo (1817), who emphasized technology di¤erences as the

source of cross-country variation in opportunity costs of production. While

some early empirical studies adopted a Ricardian perspective (e.g. Mac-

Dougall 1951), much of the empirical analysis of traditional trade frame-

works has been concerned with the Heckscher-Ohlin (HO) model (Heckscher

1919 and Ohlin 1924). In contrast to its Ricardian counterpart, the HO

model assumes that countries have identical technologies, and instead em-

phasizes variation in country factor endowments and industry factor inten-

sities as the source of di¤erences in opportunity costs of production.

The stylized version of the HO model assumes two factors of production

(capital and labor), two countries (one capital-abundant), and two goods

(one capital-intensive at all factor prices). In this stylized case, the model

yields four sharp predictions: (a) The HO Theorem - the capital-abundant

country exports the capital-intensive good; (b) The Factor Price Equaliza-

tion Theorem - with diversi�ed production, international trade equalizes

factor prices; (c) The Stolper-Samuelson Theorem - with diversi�ed pro-

duction, an increase in the relative price of the labor-intensive good raises

the relative and real return to labor and reduces the relative and real re-

turn to capital; (d) The Rybczynski Theorem - with diversi�ed production,

an increase in the endowment of labor leads to a more than proportionate

increase in the output of the labor-intensive good and reduces output of
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the capital-intensive good.

Early empirical examinations of the HO model were loosely motivated

by these four theorems. In seeking to test the HO Theorem, Leontief (1953)

found that U.S. exports were less capital-intensive than U.S. imports, which

appeared paradoxical within the con�nes of the stylized HO model. The

key to resolving this paradox in Leamer (1980) was in rigorously deriving

the correct empirical predictions directly from the theory. Indeed, a distin-

guishing feature of recent empirical studies of the HO model has been the

derivation of empirical speci�cations from general equilibrium trade theory

and the explicit recognition of the complexity of the model�s predictions

with many goods and factors of production.

With many goods and factors of production, and in the absence of trade

costs, the theorems of the HO model are considerably weaker than in the

2 � 2 � 2 stylized version, and only hold as averages or correlations. We

begin by examining predictions for international trade (the generalization

of the HO Theorem). The many-good, many-factor version of the model

does not predict the pattern of trade in individual goods, but does pre-

dict the pattern of trade in individual factor services. A country that is

abundant in a factor is predicted to be a net exporter of the factor, where

factor abundance is de�ned as an endowment exceeding the country�s share

of world consumption times the world factor endowment. Therefore, many

empirical studies of the HO model have focused on its predictions for net

trade in factor services. Following Leamer (1984)�s early and in�uential

treatment, Bowen et al. (1987) were the �rst to observe that a full test

of the model�s predictions for factor service trade requires three sets of
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separate data on international trade, factor input requirements and factor

endowments. Early empirical results were discouraging from the point of

view of the explanatory power of the theory. Bowen et al. (1987) found

that the HO model performed no better than a coin toss in predicting the

direction of a country�s net trade in factor services. In response, Tre�er

(1993) argued that factor-augmenting technology di¤erences could both

explain patterns of trade in factor services and account for cross-country

variation in factor prices. Under this hypothesis, �rst mooted in Leontief

(1953), the HO model�s predictions for factor service trade and of factor

price equalization only hold once one controls for cross-country di¤erences

in the e¢ ciency of factors of production. In subsequent work, Tre�er (1995)

identi�ed two systematic departures between predicted and measured net

trade in factor services: (a) �The Case of the Missing Trade�where mea-

sured factor services trade is close to zero and much smaller than predicted

by the HO model; (b) �The Endowments Paradox�where rich countries

are scarce in most factors and poor countries are abundant in most factors.

One strand of recent research has argued that the HO model�s pre-

dictions for factor service trade are much closer to the measured values

for trade between regions within countries, where the model�s assumptions

of identical technologies, factor price equalization and identical and homo-

thetic preferences are more likely to be satis�ed. Davis et al. (1997) provide

evidence supporting the HO model�s predictions using data for trade be-

tween Japanese regions. A second strand of research has argued that factor-

augmenting technology di¤erences are not enough to explain international

trade in factor services, but that a reconciliation between theory and data
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is ultimately possible. Davis and Weinstein (2001) provide evidence that

international trade in factor services can be successfully explained if the HO

model�s assumptions are relaxed to introduce cross-country di¤erences in

technology that vary between industries (�non-neutral� technology di¤er-

ences), trade costs and non-factor price equalization. While predicted and

measured net factor service trade have been brought into line, the model is

radically transformed by relaxing these assumptions.

We now turn to the predictions of the many-good, many-factor HO

model for the international location of production (the generalization of

the Rybczynski Theorem). With an equal number of goods and factors

of production and factor price equalization, the HO model implies a lin-

ear relationship between production and factor endowments. Estimating

this relationship using cross-country data, Harrigan (1995) �nds statisti-

cally signi�cant coe¢ cients on factor endowments, but large within-sample

prediction errors, suggesting that the model performs poorly in explaining

the international location of production. Gandal et al. (2004) and Han-

son and Slaughter (2002) examine the HO model�s prediction that, in an

equilibrium where factor prices are pinned down by goods prices, changes

in factor endowments should be absorbed through changes in output mix.

Using immigration data for Israel and US states, they �nd some evidence in

support of the model�s prediction. More recent research reenforces conclu-

sions from the analysis of net factor services trade by suggesting that non-

neutral technology di¤erences across industries are important for explaining

the international location of production. In an in�uential paper, Harrigan

(1997) estimates an equation for the share of sector in GDP derived from
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the neoclassical model of trade, which relaxes the assumptions of the HO

model to allow for cross-country di¤erences in technology. Both di¤erences

in factor endowments and di¤erences in technology that are non-neutral

across industries are found to be important in explaining cross-country

variation in production structure. Other research �nds evidence consistent

with multiple cones of diversi�cation within the HO model, where countries

or regions specialize in distinct set of goods, and as a result have di¤erent

relative factor prices (Schott 2003 and Bernard et al. 2006).

We now turn to the relationship between international trade and factor

prices, an issue which rose to prominence with the debate about whether

the rise in wage inequality in OECD countries since the 1970s is explained

by international trade or skill-biased technological change. While the labor

economics literature has tended to emphasize the role of skill-biased techno-

logical change, the international trade literature has produced mixed �nd-

ings, as illustrated by the collection of studies in Feenstra (2000). One ap-

proach has examined the net factor content of trade and has typically found

a relatively minor role for international trade (see for example Krugman

2000). Another approach has examined the relationship between relative

goods and relative factor prices within the many-good, many-factor version

of HO model (the generalization of the Stolper-Samuelson Theorem). Here

the results have been more sanguine about the contribution of international

trade. Leamer (1998) showed how zero-pro�t conditions and the shares of

factors in unit costs for a cross-section of industries can be used to estimate

the changes in factor prices mandated by observed changes in goods prices.

Making assumptions about the degree to which improvements in technology
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are passed-through into lower goods prices, some evidence was found that

trade-induced changes in goods prices during the 1970s pushed towards in-

creasing wage inequality in the United States. Feenstra and Hanson (1999)

developed a methodology for estimating the contribution of measures of

technological change and outsourcing to changes in relative goods and hence

through the zero-pro�t conditions to relative factor prices. In their baseline

speci�cation, they estimated that computers explained around 35% of the

rise in the relative of U.S. non-production workers over the period 1979 to

1990 and outsourcing explained around 15%.

One important di¤erence between international trade and other �elds,

such as development economics, is that general equilibrium is central to

many of the �eld�s theoretical predictions. As it result, it has proved hard

to �nd natural experiments that provide plausible sources of exogenous

variation to identify relationships of interest. Relatedly, many of the predic-

tions of traditional trade theory with many-goods and many-factors relate

to movements from autarky to international trade, but autarky is rarely ob-

served. In two creative papers, Bernhofen and Brown (2004, 2005) exploit

the dramatic opening of the Japanese economy in the nineteenth century

from a state of near complete isolation to test some of the most fundamental

predictions of general equilibrium trade theory. In their �rst paper, they

�nd evidence supporting the general law of comparative advantage that an

economy�s net export vector evaluated at autarky prices is negative. In

their second paper, they estimate that during the �nal years of Japan�s

isolation during 1851-3, real income would have had to increase by around

8-9 per cent in order to a¤ord the consumption bundle that the economy
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could have obtained if it were engaged in international trade during that

period.

3. New Trade Empirics

Although traditional trade theory emphasizes the international exchange

of one set of goods for another (inter-industry trade) due to comparative

advantage (dissimilar countries), much of international trade involves the

two-way exchange of goods within industries (intra-industry trade) between

developed nations (similar countries). This apparent disconnect between

theory and data was documented in a number of early empirical studies,

which examined the extent of intra-industry trade (e.g. Grubel and Lloyd

1975) and the volume of trade between similar countries (e.g. Linder 1961).

This empirical evidence was a key motivation for the �new trade theory�

literature following Krugman (1979, 1980) that explained these features of

international trade in terms of consumer love of variety and increasing re-

turns to scale. Firms manufacture di¤erentiated products and concentrate

production in a single location, while consumers spread their expenditure

across all �rms� varieties, giving rise to two-way trade even if countries

are identical. Although not the only explanation for intra-industry trade

between similar countries (see Davis 1997), the combination of consumer

love of variety and increasing returns to scale provided an entirely new

intellectual framework for thinking about the causes and consequences of

international trade.

In the HO model, the volume of trade is increasing in the extent of

dissimilarity in countries�factor endowments, whereas in new trade theory
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the volume of trade is increasing in the similarity of countries�sizes. Indeed,

new trade theory provides rigorous theoretical foundations for the so-called

�gravity equation�, in which the volume of trade between two countries is

proportional to the product of their sizes and measures of extent of trade

frictions. Although the gravity equation had been known for some time to

provide an extremely successful empirical explanation for bilateral patterns

of international trade (classic early treatments include Tinbergen 1962 and

Linnemann 1966), it initially su¤ered from a lack of theoretical foundations.

New trade theory�s prediction that the volume of trade should be pro-

portional to the similarity of country sizes was examined empirically by

Helpman (1987) in speci�cations derived directly from the theory. Using

data from 14 OECD countries over the period 1956 to 1981, both bilat-

eral trade and the share of inter-group trade in total trade were found to

be strongly increasing in the similarity of country sizes. While this ap-

peared to strongly con�rm the predictions of new trade theory, Hummels

and Levinsohn (1995) found that the same patterns existed for trade be-

tween non-OECD countries, for whom new trade theory�s assumptions of

di¤erentiated products and identical and homothetic preferences appeared

less appropriate. One explanation why the gravity equation appears to

work for such diverse groups of countries is that a number of alternative

theoretical frameworks, including the HO model, yield this relationship.

As argued by Deardor¤ (1998), the gravity relationship is a basic implica-

tion of specialization combined with identical and homothetic preferences.

Therefore, the problem is not a lack but rather a surfeit of theoretical foun-

dations. Consistent with this insight, Evenett and Keller (2002) found that
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increasing returns and factor endowments both played a role in explaining

the empirical success of the gravity equation for a diverse cross-section of

developed and developing countries.

The gravity equation has been widely used in empirical work to esti-

mate the impact on trade of a host of frictions, policies and institutions

including national borders, transport costs, tari¤s, common currencies and

the World Trade Organization (WTO). A notable example is McCallum

(1995), who found that trade between Canadian provinces was more than

20 times larger than trade between Canadian provinces and U.S. states,

suggesting a surprisingly large impact of national borders on trade. Ander-

son and Van Wincoop (2002) showed, however, that theoretical derivations

of the gravity equation imply bilateral trade depends not only on trade

costs between regions themselves (�bilateral resistance�) but also on trade

costs with all locations (�multilateral resistance�). An implication is that

national borders have a larger impact on inter-regional trade relative to

international trade, the smaller a country and the larger its trade partner.

When countries are small, international trade is a large share of overall

economic activity. Therefore, the national border has a large e¤ect on

multilateral resistance, and so leads to a large reduction in the cost of

inter-regional trade relative to international trade. Estimating the gravity

equation in a theory-consistent way, Anderson and Van Wincoop (2002)

obtain much smaller, though still large, estimates of the trade impact of

the Canada-U.S. border.

In the presence of trade costs, an important di¤erence emerges between

the predictions of new trade theory and those of traditional trade theory.
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The combination of consumer love of variety, increasing returns to scale and

trade costs in new trade theory generates a �home market e¤ect� , where

an increase in expenditure leads to a more than proportionate increase in

domestic production of a good. The intuition is that increasing returns to

scale imply that �rms have an incentive to concentrate production, while

transport costs imply that they have an incentive to concentrate production

close to large markets. In contrast, traditional trade models imply that an

increase in expenditure leads at most to a proportionate increase in domes-

tic production if foreign export supply is perfectly inelastic. Otherwise, if

the foreign export supply curve is upward sloping, some of the increase in

expenditure is satis�ed through higher foreign exports and the increase in

domestic production is less than proportionate. Using international and

Japanese regional data, Davis and Weinstein (1999, 2003) �nd evidence

of home market e¤ects for a number of manufacturing industries, which

together account for a substantial share of overall manufacturing activity.

Additional evidence in support of home market e¤ects emerges from inter-

national trade data in Feenstra, Markusen and Rose (2001) and Hanson

and Xiang (2004).

One feature of international trade that appears at �rst sight hard to

reconcile with new trade theory is the large number of zeros between coun-

try pairs. The constant elasticity of substitution (CES) preferences and

iceberg trade costs in new trade models imply that all country pairs trade

a positive quantity of each variety. However, in an analysis of bilateral

trade between 161 countries over the period 1970 to 1997, Helpman et al.

(2006) �nd that roughly one half of the country-partner-year observations
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involve zero trade. A natural explanation for zero bilateral trade �ows can

be created within new trade theory if �rm heterogeneity and �xed trade

costs are introduced following Melitz (2003). Depending on the distribution

of productivity within countries, �rms may or may not �nd it pro�table to

incur the �xed costs of exporting to a particular market. Helpman et al.

(2006) develop a methodology for estimating the gravity equation that not

only controls for multilateral resistance as suggested above, but also con-

trols for the existence of zero bilateral �ows and the non-random selection

of �rms into exporting according to their productivity.

Finally, one key stylized fact about international trade since the Second

World War is that it has grown far more rapidly than income. Two poten-

tial explanations are reductions in trade barriers following multilateral lib-

eralization or regional integration and improvements in transportation and

communication technologies. Yi (2003) argues that is hard to explain the

magnitude of the trade growth using standard trade models and observed

declines in trade barriers unless one assumes implausibly high elasticities

of substitution. However, augmenting standard models to include interme-

diate inputs enables the growth in trade to be explained with a smaller

elasticity of substitution. In the augmented model, tari¤ reductions de-

crease the cost of shipping both intermediate inputs and �nal goods, and

so have a magni�ed impact on overall trade volumes. Indeed, the geograph-

ical separation of stages of the production process is one of the distinctive

features of trade at the end of the twentieth century compared with an

earlier era of international integration at the end of the nineteenth century.

This geographical separation of stages of production has been variously re-
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ferred to as vertical specialization, vertical disintegation, the fragmentation

of production, the slicing of the value-added chain, geographical production

networks and o¤shoring. Hummels et al. (2001) de�ne vertical specializa-

tion as occurring when the following conditions are satis�ed: (a) goods are

produced in multiple sequential stages; (b) two or more countries provide

value-added in the good�s production sequence; (c) at least one country

uses imported inputs in its stage of the production process and some of the

resulting output is exported. They provide empirical evidence of the rapid

growth in vertical specialization in the closing decades of the twentieth

century alongside the rapid growth in overall trade.

4. The Empirics of Product Trade

The dissemination of highly disaggregated datasets on trade in thou-

sands of individual products (Feenstra et al. 2002, 2005) has contributed

towards a shift in focus in empirical trade research towards the micro level.

For the United States, data are available for over 7,000 seven-digit products

of the Tari¤ Schedule of the United States (TS7) from 1972 to 1988 and

for over 10,000 ten-digit products of the Harmonized System (HS10) from

1989 onwards.

In contrast to the empirical research on the HO model discussed above,

which emphasizes specialization across products or industries, Schott (2004)

provides compelling evidence of specialization within products. Taking U.S.

manufacturing imports as a whole in 1994, and de�ning the unit value ratio

(UVR) as the ratio of value to quantity, the maximum UVR within products

across trade partners is a factor of 24 times greater than the minimum UVR.
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The UVRs are higher for varieties originating in capital and skill-abundant

countries than for those sourced from labor-abundant countries, consistent

with HO-based specialization. Similarly, UVRs are positively associated

with the capital intensity of the production techniques that exporters use

to produce them. Taken together, these and other �ndings in the paper

suggest that comparative advantage operates at a much �ner level of detail

than customarily considered.

Another insight that emerges from the product-level trade data is the

importance of the �extensive margin�of the set of goods traded. Hummels

and Klenow (2005) decompose variation in countries� aggregate exports

into the contributions of the following terms: (a) the quantity of each good

exported (the �intensive margin�); (b) the set of goods exported (the �ex-

tensive margin�); (c) the quality of goods exported. They �nd that the

extensive margin accounts for around 60 percent of the greater exports

of larger economies, while the remaining intensive margin contribution of

40 percent consists of higher quantities being exported at modestly higher

prices. Kehoe and Ruhl (2004) establish an important role for the exten-

sive margin in explaining the growth of trade following trade liberalizations.

The set of goods that accounted for only 10 percent of trade prior to lib-

eralization are found to account for as much as 40 percent of trade after

liberalization. Using micro data from the U.S. Commodity Flow Survey,

Hillberry and Hummels (2005) show that trade frictions such as distance

primarily reduce the aggregate value of trade through the number of com-

modities shipped and the number of establishments shipping commodities

(the extensive margin) rather than through the average value of shipments
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(the intensive margin). Together these �ndings raise a number of challenges

for standard trade models. For example, in marked contrast to the data,

new trade theory models without �rm heterogeneity and �xed costs of trad-

ing imply that all of the adjustment to trade frictions occurs through the

intensive margin.

Although consumer love of variety is one of the de�ning features of new

trade theory, Broda and Weinstein (2006) were the �rst to estimate the

welfare gains from an increase in the number of varieties imported over time.

In their analysis, the product-level trade data is used to measure varieties,

de�ned as the versions of a product supplied by di¤erent exporters. The

methodology of Feenstra (1994) is extended to estimate separate elasticities

of substitution for thousands of products and to evaluate the contribution

of new varieties to the U.S. import price index. According to their baseline

estimates, conventional price indices that do not correctly control for variety

growth overstate the growth in U.S. import prices by around 1.2 percentage

points per annum. The estimated contribution to U.S. welfare from an

increase in the number of varieties imported over the period 1972 to 2001

is around 2.6 percent of national income.

5. The Empirics of Plant and Firm Trade

The analysis of micro datasets on plants and �rms has raised additional

empirical challenges for traditional and new trade theory and prompted a

wave of subsequent theoretical research. The �rst set of empirical challenges

relates to producer heterogeneity and persistent reallocation. Whereas tra-

ditional and new trade theories typically assume a representative �rm,
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micro datasets reveal vast heterogeneity across plants and �rms within

narrowly-de�ned industries, in terms of productivity, capital intensity, skill

intensity and other characteristics (see for example the survey by Bartels-

man and Doms 2000). Similarly, whereas traditional trade theory empha-

sizes net reallocations of resources between industries in response to exoge-

nous shocks such as trade liberalization, micro datasets reveal persistent

job creation and job destruction in all industries even in the apparent ab-

sence of exogenous shocks. Additionally, job creation and job destruction

are positively correlated across industries, implying that rates of gross job

creation and destruction are large relative to the net reallocation empha-

sized in traditional trade theory. An implication of these �ndings is that

the changes in employment across plants and �rms are greater than those

required to achieve the observed between-industry reallocation of resources

(�excess job reallocation�), implying substantial within-industry realloca-

tions of resources (see in particular Davis et al. 1998).

The second set of empirical challenges relates to the export behavior

of plants and �rms. Traditional trade theory predicts net exports in one

set of industries and net imports in another set of industries. New trade

theory implies that all �rms export as a result of consumer love of variety

and increasing returns to scale. Yet, in micro datasets, all manufactur-

ing industries display a mix of exporters and non-exporters (see Bernard

and Jensen 1995). Moreover, exporters are systematically more produc-

tive, more capital-intensive and more skill-intensive than non-exporters (see

again Bernard and Jensen 1995). These �ndings have led to considerable

debate as to whether high-performing �rms become exporters or whether
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exporting leads to improved �rm performance. The current consensus fa-

vors causality running from good �rm performance to exporting (selection

into export markets): see for example Bernard and Jensen (1999), Clerides

et al. (1998) and Roberts and Tybout (1997).

The third set of empirical challenges relates to evidence from trade liber-

alizations in both developed and developing countries. Despite traditional

trade theory�s emphasis on between-industry reallocations of resources, one

of the central �ndings from empirical studies of trade liberalizations is the

importance of within-industry reallocations of resources across plants and

�rms. In an in�uential paper, Pavcnik (2002) �nds that between-plant

reallocations of resources account for around two thirds (12.4 percentage

points) of the 19 percent increase in aggregate productivity in the Chilean

manufacturing sector following the trade liberalization of the late 1970s

and early 1980s. Similarly, Tre�er (2004) �nds an important role for re-

allocation in accounting for the improvement in aggregate productivity in

Canadian manufacturing in the aftermath of the Canada-U.S. free trade

agreement.

Together these empirical challenges have led to the development of new

theoretical frameworks incorporating �rm heterogeneity into both tradi-

tional and new trade theory (see in particular Bernard et al. 2003 and

Melitz 2003). The interplay between the econometric analysis of micro

datasets on plants and �rms and the theoretical analysis of �rm-based re-

sponses to international trade is one of the most exciting areas of ongoing

research.
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6. The Empirics of Trade Policy

A �nal area of rapid recent progress is the empirical analysis of trade

policy. A number of alternative approaches to modelling the political econ-

omy of trade policy have been taken, including median-voter theories, mod-

els where the government trades o¤ political support from industry against

consumer dissatisfaction, theories of lobbying by special interest groups,

and models of electoral contribution.

One of the most in�uential lines of research follows the seminal work

of Grossman and Helpman (1994). In their model, campaign contributions

are designed to in�uence policy choices. Interest groups move �rst and of-

fer politicians campaign contributions that depend on their policy stance.

Politicians next maximize a political objective function which depends on

both campaign contributions and social welfare. The political objective

function is derived from microeconomic foundations within a model of elec-

toral competition. The model yields a structural equation in which the level

of protection depends on the political organization of the industry, the ra-

tio of domestic output in the industry to net trade and the elasticity of

import demand or export supply. Goldberg and Maggi (1999) estimate the

structural relationship implied by the Grossman and Helpman model and

�nd broad empirical support. In particular, the pattern of protection dif-

fers markedly between politically organized and non-organized industries,

though the implied weight on social welfare relative to political contribu-

tions is larger than expected. One of the distinctive features of recent

empirical work in this area is again the rigorous derivation of empirical
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speci�cations from theoretical predictions. Gawande and Krishna (2003)

survey both the recent empirical evidence and the results of earlier and

more ad hoc empirical speci�cations.

A related theoretical literature has sought to model the politics of in-

ternational trade agreements (e.g. Grossman and Helpman 1995, Krishna

1998 and McLaren 2002). One issue that has attracted particular atten-

tion is the extent to which regional preferential trade agreements reinforce

or retard multilateral trade liberalization. Theoretical research has also

examined the microeconomic foundations for observed features of inter-

national trade institutions such as the General Agreement on Tari¤s and

Trade (GATT) and the World Trade Organization (WTO) (see in particu-

lar Bagwell and Staiger 1999, 2001). Two key features are reciprocity and

non-discrimination (the Most Favored Nation (MFN) principle). Empiri-

cal work in this area remains in its infancy and o¤ers an exciting prospect

for the future. In an analysis of U.S. trade policy, Limao (2006) �nds ev-

idence that preferential trading blocs have acted as stumbling blocks for

multilateral liberalization.
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